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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The teaching Of Enghsh in Japanese high schOOlsis characterised by he form ofthe grammar
translation rnethod known as「Fakudoku.(HinO,1988)As such,it largely ignores the oral use of
the language, concentrating on the learning of grammar and vocabulary 、vith the aim of
enabling students to translate and pass the various exanlinationらthey must take during their
academic careers,Aware of this deficiency,and consistent with its desire to increase the oral
component of the curriculum,A/10nbusho,the Japanese A/1inistry of Education,has in the last
t、venty five years endeavoured to rectify the situation by introducillg native language speakers
into the classrOOm under the aegis of variOus programmes,The first endeavour of this nature,
the Koto‐ku PrOject,began in 1968.The Koto‐ku School Board in coOperation with the British
Council and Attonbusho intrOduced a lilnited number of Enghsh language native speakers as
teani teaching colleagues of」apanese English teachers.It has since expanded and continues up
to the present, Subsequently, in 1969 anOther project began under the ,oint auspices of
ふ江onbusho and the Fulbright COm■littee in Tokyo. It entailed using 39 native speakers of
English as assistant English teachers. The programme lasted for eight years and may be
regarded as the legitimate precursor of contemporary programmes.
Between 1975 and 1987,further progranllnes were established tO expand the first initiative,
largely by the efforts of the COuncil for Enghsh Education.Two such programlnes覇〆ere the
MonbushO Ellglish Fe■ows(W[EF)and the British Engnsh Teacher Scheme(BETS)in conab。_
ration、vith the British Council.The former of these,started in 1977,had,by the tilne of its
conclusion in 1986, integrated 850 native speakers of Enghsh into high schools as assistant
Englsh teachers.
*This paper, the first part Of three, is the result of a research prOject funded by the Japanese WIinistry of
Education(Project Number 05808024)and submitted to them in March,1996.Parts TwO and Three will appear
in subsequent issues of T7Pιヵク糊,′ ヮrr//Ptt Fヵ肋′妙ゲ 巳?砲肋η
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These initial programmes were viewed as a positive development, Consequently, in 1987,
WIonbusho decided to expand the existing progra■llnes in Order to establish、vhat has come to
be known as the Japan Exchange and Teaching Programme(JET).Two other ministries were
involvedi the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the A/1inistry of Home Affairs were to be
responsible respectively for recruitment and finance.The inclusion of these two rlinistries has
ensured that there has been some tension bet、veen the Min stry of Education, whose main
concern has been、vith the Enghsh teaching aspect of the Programme,and those A/1inistries、vho
have pursued other policy goals through the Programme。( ee Wada and Co■li os,eds,1994:4)
The PrOgra■lrl■e consists chiefly of placing native speakers of Englsh in senior and iuniOr
high scho01s in Tvl■ich they are to function as Assistant English′reachers(AET's),later to be
changed to Assistant Language Teachers(ALT's),although another aspect of the PrOgranllne
entails the exploiting of native speakers as Coordinators for lnternational Relations(CIR's)to
promote international cooperation and understanding.「rhere is also a smal  number Of native
speakers of other languages,ho、vever the concern Of this study is the Programme in terms of
the teaching of Enghsh.
Recruitment is rnainly concentrated in the l」.K.,the U.S.A.,New Zealand,Australia,Canada,
and lreland.「rhose appointed are university graduates in all fields, usually in their early
twenties and considered by h/1onbusho of sufficient flexibility of personanty to enable theni to
adapt to the particularities of the Japanese cultural context. By 1994 there were some 3500
ALT's and CIR's in the Progra■ll e.
The intended general purpose of the ALT's in the vie、v WIinoru Wada, the ?lonbus o
Curriculum Specianst at the time of the inception of the Programme and 、vho presumably
represented the official thinking, 、vas(the ntegration of new ideas and traditional, faminar
ways of teaching.'(LoCastro,1988:6)However,how this was to be achieved is not clear.As the
ALT's were mostly young graduates with no specific backgrOund in teaching Enghsh as a
foreign ianguage,they could hardly be regarded as reliable purveyors ofくnew ideas'.Further‐
more,although they were perceived as partners with the Japanese Teacher Of Englsh(JTE)
and conaborated with the JT]E in a tearn teaching approach,in many cases they functioned as
a subordinate rnember of a tea■l p oviding opportunities for Oral work whilst the JTE occupied
hiln or herself with the more important task of teaching grammar and vocabulary.
The initial frustration caused by the gap between intentiOn and reahty,and the absence of a
rigorous definition by A/1onbusho of the objectives of the Programme have ensured that,while
the Progra■lrne has expanded,there has been no sense that problems are being confronted and
satisfactorily dealt with,In order to do so there is a need for empirical research wltich places
the Programme under scrutiny.Any future modifications to the Progra■lln can therefore be
based on rehable information, rather than anecdotal evidence. The essential first step is to
exa■line the views of all the three groups involved in the Progra■llnei students, JTE's, and
ALT's,and to consider to what extent they are consistent with each other.It was with this aim
in H?nd that the present study was carried out.This had already been dOne on a small scale
(Sheen, Adachi, and h/1acarthur, 1993), and thiS Study served as a pilot for the larger scale
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research presented here.The results of questionnaires given to each group win be l。。ked at and
this will be followed by a cross comparison of all the groups Finally a conclusion will be Fnade
as to possible changes lvhich could be made to the Programme in light of the findings, and
recommendations made for future research.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
AlthOugh tealla teaching was already in Operation in Japan in a sman way before the JET
PrOgranllne and was the subject of acade■lic study(see,fOr xample,Lee,1987)the Progra■llne
has, since its inception, inspired a plethora of writing in various forms and contexts which
extend beyond the acadenlic,Ournals.Such覇〆riting is a useful indicator of attitudes to,and the
implementation Of,the Programme and it will be surveyed here.However,it is safe to say that
there is a distinct lack of serious acadenlic research on the JET Programme.There win alwayS
be a time lapse bet、veen the start Of a teaching programme and the appearance of any studies
on it,but in the case of the JE「r PrOgramme this time lapse seems to have been unnaturany
lengthened,Several reasons may be suggested for this.Those involved in the PrOgramme might
be expected to be the prirxlary initiators of classrOom research.From the poi:lt of view ofJTE's
their already excessive work load silnply leaves nO tirne to undertake research.?ost ALT's
have nO trainillg or experience in Enghsh teaching and lnay silnply not be equipped to carry out
an acade■lic study.lVhen the difficulties of setthng in and adiuSting tO a foreign culture are
taken into accOunt also,it is not surprising that they do not take on the task.As far as the
universities are concerned,there may be a reluctance to give tilne to research a programme
、vhich, althOugh it is being carried out on a htlge scale, would seem to carry little academic
kudOs,Thus,a vicious circle is established whereby the Programmё attracts fe、v researchers
because it is not taken seriOusly,and because no serious research is carried out it is taken even
tess seriOusly,and sO On.HO、vever,to repeat,usefulinfOrmation cOncerning the PrOgramme can
be gleaned from many sources, and this review 、vill try to cOver an the various forms of
publshed infOrmation.
At the end Of its first year,the Programlne had already provOked enough discussion to rnerit
a special tTeam Teaching'issuc of ξ印″Lαηttηξ♂rcaσヵι先(V l XH,No.9,August,1988)The
issue opens with an interview with MinOru Wada.AlthOugh he supports the intrOduction Of new
ideas,he does nOt reiect the granllnar translation rnethod but observes that(JTE's rely on it too
heavily……. and make it alllltost impossible for Japanese students to coHllnunicate in English.'
(LoCastro,1988:6)However,he makes the pointthat the JET Progral■me has a wider aim than
an ilnmediate change in the communicative abilty of the pupilsI【one of the mOst important
airns of this JET Progralnlne is to improve the co■llnunicative ability,particularly in listening
and speaking, Of the JTE's through discussiOn about teaching English. In fact, I feel this
ObieCtive is even more important than that of imprOving the Enghsh of the students.'(ibid:6)
This is tO be dOne in coltiunctiOn with AET's.For Wada,the term(assistant'1■eal鴻,rather
confusingly,くthey work、vithin the system...yet they aren't assistants but partners。'(ibid:6)It
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is worth noting that at the same conference at which Wada was interviewed an alternative view
was expressed by a JTE, Haruo ?linagawa, 、vho saw the」TI]'s r01e as that of〔director,
facilitator,rnonitor and adviser',whereas the AE「r wa  merely the animator and presenter of
learning material.'(Skelton, 1988: 27)Wada recOgnises that there is already friction on the
Programme,and criticises theくntissionary‐type AET's who seek drastic change'(LoCastro,
1988:9)and recOgnises that frustrations may be greater for experienced teachers and beheves
that ultimately〔through friction teachers can learn' He is a、vare also of a need for change in
the entrance exa■linations and suggests that pressure for change should come frona teachers in
iuniOr and senior high schools.
In the same issue of Tttι Lαηgク,gι reαじヵιγ Richard S■?th takes a mOre analytical view of
team teaching and manages,even at this early stage in the Programme,to identify some maiOr
problems.Citing Warwick's definition of team teaching asi ta form Of Organisation in which
individual teachers decide to pool resources, interests and expertise in order to devise and
implement a scheme of work suitable to the needs of their puplls',(Smith,1988:11)he states
that teallt teaching imphes individuals with equivalent responsibilities freely enterillg into an
arrangement with clear obiectiVes in,lind froni the beginnillg He points out,in contrast to
Wada's view above,that the relationship between」TE and AET canno  b  an equal one as
AET's are not allowed under Japanese la、v to have their own classes, and that〔the over
scheme of、v rk(iS)planned and implemented independently by the JTE's.'(ibid:11)When this
is coupled with the fact that most JTE's do not freely decide to work with AET's but are
instructed to do so then objectives may not be clear froni the outset This creates a situation
where(mutual understanding between AET's and JTE's does nOt precede the decision to teach
together,but rnust be worked at〔(after the event'".(ibidi ll)Of course,there is no reason、vhy
the Programme should follo、v War、vick's definition of teanl teaching and S■lith proposes a
more restricted definition which would cover the JET situation:tNST and NNST co‐operate
in teaching a class and are present simultaneously in the same classroOm.'(ibidi ll)Smith,then,
would seeni to imply that the friction caused by AET's expectations,in the form of Warwick's
definition not being rnet,can be avoided by providing a different set of expectations with a new
definition which describes the status quo.Smith recognises that for the JE「F Programme to be
successful the teani teachillg work must be seen to be relevant by the students and this can be
achieved by integrating、vith normal classwork.This is especially true in Japan where commu‐
nicative language teaching has had no place in the classroo■l u til recently.There is the danger
that the AET's lessons will be vie、ved as mer ly ntertainment.He also notes the lack of time
for AET's and JTE's to build a deep working relationship as(espeCiaHy at this point in the
Progra■llne)AET's lnay only visit a school rather than be based there.This aspect is highlight‐
ed later in the issue in an article which deals specifically with how to succeed in the〔one‐hot'
situation,ite,wlaere a schoolis visited for only a day and classes visited only once by the AET
、vithin the year。(Browne, 1988: 17)S■lith reco■llnentt further an increase in professional
support for both AET's and JTE's to encourage innovation within the normal curriculum.
Surprisingly,it took four years before another edition of Tんι Lαηgttηξι ttaθ力γ was given
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over to the JET Programme.(V01.XVII,No.11,November,1992)This was published under the
auspices of the Team Teaching SpeciaI Interest GrOupヽvithin JALT,th 」apan As ociation for
Language Teaching,、vhOse regular bunetin provides useful information regarding research in
progress, seminars, publications etc. The editor, Allthony CominOs, recognises the need for
more and better research: てliv n that the Japanese government is continuillg to invest an
enormous amount of tilne,effort and money in the prograrn,perhaps it is now appropriate to
accelerate research into the many issues it has raised in the secondary school sphere.To date,
research into teanl teaching and the JET Progratt has been rather sparse,with much Of it
anecdotal.'(Co■linOs,1992:2)This sentilnent is echoed by Wada in an interview which provides
useful comparisOn、vith the intervie、v he gave in the previous special issue. He observes that
there have been successes in several aspects of the PrOgramme.The acceptance of the ALT
role by JTE's provides a basis for future imprOvement and there has been a concomitant rise
in the use of Enghsh as a means of communication by JTE's,One of the goals he set four years
previously.As far as the students are concerned, he notes that fewer students are afraid of
native speakers of Enghsh,although he also admits that this is only a starting point because,
(I wish l cOuld say that a maiority of JHS ttudents can communicate in English better now than
before the introduction of ALT's.HOwever,I do not think that we have reached that point yet.'
(Con?Os,1992a:3)This would seeln to be rather discOuraging,given that the PrOgranllne had
been in operation for five years at the tilne of speaking. Wada echoes his earlier views
concerning(missionary‐type'ALT's who desire to change Japanese teaching practices,and he
highnghts the unsuitability of ALT's with teaching experience and quahficatiOns:〔there is a
tendency for professiOnals to become angry and criticise JTE's. I have heard Of many cases
wltere ALT's with professiOnal knOwledge have found it difficult tO elliOy good human relation‐
ships with JTE's,'(ibid:7)On the subject Of training,he reieCtS the notion that prOfessionals
from Outside the Programme be brOtlghtin,as they find it tOO easy,ust tO Criticiser This relates
especiamy to the Monbusho apprOved texbooks: tlf we invite an outside speaker,especiany a
foreign speaker,we hope that the persOn win be knowledgeable enOugh to advise AI´「r's and
JTE's hOw tO make the best use of the resources available to them,no matter how poor the
speaker may cOnsider theni tO be.'(ibid1 7)
Taking the special issue as a whole,itis encOuraging that some attempts have been made at
classrOOnl research by bOth native speakers and Japanese Yuka、va(1992:9)c rried out a year
long study of one SIIS readillg class to examine how teachillg strategies differed、vhen the AET
visited the class.It was nOted that several new strategies were developed over that period to
produce mOre effective dasses.Iwami(1992:21)presents a two year case study of his own team
teaching in an academic high sch001 and seeks tO reconcile team teaching with the needs of
students whose main concern is the entrance examinatiOns,Other articles deal with such topics
as the attitudes of JTE'sto the JET Programme,and classification Of tearla teaching procedure
types, amOngst Others. What can be seen here is perhaps a reahsatiOn that there must be
serious, systematic study of what is actually happening on the PrOgra■1lne, in Order that
conclusions can be made based On cOncrete data
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The lnain forum for JET participants is the/ET力%夕η2α′Which is produc d twice a year by
The Conference of Local Authorities for lnternational Relations(CLAIR). ThiS pubhcation
does not seek to be an acadeH?c iour al but has the air of anくin ouse' rnagazine in which
experiences can be recounted and grievances aired.Inevitably,however,rnuch can be gleaned
indirectly frOnl the articles pubhcised therein.It can be easily seen that the majority of the
articles deal、vith life outside the classroonl:homestays,settling into your new home,views on
Japanese culture,and so on,、vhich are generally positive in tone.ヽVhen art cles deal with the
teachilag situation,although many are also positive,a sense of frustration creeps in.All of the
problems or potential problems identified above are regularly referred to,which would seena to
indicate that generany they have nOt been resolved,although most AEl「's do seeln to offer some
kind of solution. Thus in one issue an AET complains, tThe textbook we are made to use
enrages me,and often makes me feel useless.'(JJ.Summer,1990:58)This echoes a similar
conllnent in 7レゼLαηg劣9gι 7珍クε力ιЪ く?lany native speakers teaching in pubhc schools find the
A/1onbusho‐approved English textbooks difficult to use and often、vish to reiect theni altogether.'
(Madely,1988:43)In the same J.J.another AET points out that too many AET's(sing the
praises of teaching alone'(i.e.reiect teani teaching)and this is because neither they nor JTE's
understand what is rneant by〔tealla teaching'.The writer recommends better training for both
AET's and JTE's in team teachillg.Another J.J.includes an article which highlights the problem
of classes which are too large and the problem of rnotivating students whose prirnary concern
is the entrance exaHlination.These problems often come to the surface in articles by AET's but
this one is interesting as it has been、vritten by  JTE (J.Jo Winter,1992:45‐6).Such articles as
tThose Dreaded Entrance Exanlinationは'or(One‐Shotting Out of a Suitcase一―Base S hools For
AlP(J.J.Summer,1990:18-9)give a clear indication of where the writers stand on those issues
Articles are usuaHy brief and deal with one narrow topic rather than attempting to give a
detailed analysis of the Programme. The cumulative effect is of people tryilag to express a
feehng of dissatisfaction、vh ch,despite a lack of professional training or experience,they do
manage to identify and relate to their situation in the classroomo Wllat is、vorth noting is that
the tone and content of the,ET〕%″物α′have c anged little over the years of the PrOgramme,
and to examine every issue at one tilne would entail subjecting oneself to a good deal of
repetition, 、vith a marked similarity from year to year. It must be borne in mind that the
relatively speedy turnover in JET participants ensures that the same experiences are shared by
different groups from year to year.However,、vhere problems are resolvable it is depressillg to
see them_cOme up year after year.
The J J.is also useful as it collects newspaper articles frolll the Enghsh language press about
the Programmeo Newspaper coverage gives an indication that the JET Programme is a pubhc
issue,not just an issue for the participants,and this is nOt surprising considering the size of the
PrOgranilne and the large amount of pubHc funding it entails.Many of these articles were,in
the early days of the Progranllne, attempts to provoke a response from readers and Often
expressed extreme views.For example,a series of articles in the正カグルンZ吻励力in March 1990
criticised the screening process for JE「r pa ticipants wl■ich employed foreigners ttπho came only
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くfor the money'or,rather insensitively,the newspaper suggested that two AET's who comnlit―
ted suicide wereくnot ady for hard wOrk'and charted a tgrOwing friction between AET's and
」TE's under the present systern'.AET's also complained that they have been misrepresented by
,Ournalsts whO interviewed them or that stOries about them have simply been fabricated.(J.J.
Autumn,1989)Nevertheless,newspapers often articulate views which may be widely held and
need to be addressed,and although the balance was once again negative it、v s ot complet ly
so, even at this initial stage. As time has passed there have been far fewer sensationalsed
articles concerning the Programme,perhaps indicative of a degree of pubhc acceptance.Attany
newspapers have now incorporated an English teaching page into their pubhcations, which
takes a more serious approach to issues in Englsh teaching in Japan, and this inevitably
includes discussion of the JET PrOgramme.In January of 1994,for example,the Dαゲ少 ]乃%励カ
in its tLanguage Education'page did a two part article on the Programme(〔Keeping n eye on
the JET Program',(Open minds the key tO make JET PrOgram workり。While citing the
problems, they are discussed in a balanced、vay and the general tone is supportive, in stark
contrast with this particular newspaper's previous attitude.The expansion of the Programme
to include languages other than Enghsh is charted in a two part series of February 1994,with
no criticis■1 0f the Programme(tJET minority grOups also teach Elaglish').In october of the
same year the progress of new ALT's is 100ked at and tips are given on how to perform
effectively((′rirlaely tips fOr banishing the ALT bluesり.Clearly,then,as far as the lnedia are
concerned, hOstility has decreased, and there is at present cven a measure of goodwin and
support.
The publicatiOn by CLAIR of gttι′ T Pγo撃α物陶ιf F'υιン杉ク欝 α%″Bりο%グ(1992a)is a
useful resource for those seeking an Overview,albeit the official version,of the Programme in
its first five years,Both Japanese and Enghsh are used throughout.A sizeable proportion is
given Over to participants'impressions,These include students,JTE's and ALT's.The tone of
theプ杉歩プb%γ%″iS once again apparent:tAnl」nforgettable Experience',(Getting Acquainted、vith
?【r James', RFairy Tale SyndrOme', with pages Of phOtOgraphs of ALT's cookillg, playing
gateball, attending 、vOrkshops, and so on. These are hardly the くv ry f ank thoug ts and
statements'pronlised in the Foreword,、vhich at the same tilne takes the opposite tack that(it
win serve as a positive form Of public relations for the JET Programme'.(CLAIR,1992ai 3)
A/1ore usefully,perhaps,a suhtantial appendix gives a prefecture by prefecture breakdown of
numbers involved and their placement.This supplements the extensive tables thrOughout the
book、vhich give such informatiOn as qualificatiOntt of the participants(e.g.in 1991,11.5% of
participants had「rEFL qualificatiOns)Or cOunsening procedures,The increase in the number of
participants is taken as evidence of some success, and is even cited as a goal in itself: くWith
respect to the immediate obieCtive of numerical expansiOn,we can say that JET has lnet its
goals.'(ibidi 12)]■owever,there is no in_depth analysis Of the extent to which other goals have
been met.This is a useful information resource,rather than an evaluation of the Programme.
The publicatiOn of tttαtt a夕αεヵヵg力 醜 亀燃力 Cテ岱sttθηsf 4%物虎π2′励筋′乳鯵陶αιん
(ShilnaOka and Yashiro,1990)would perhaps raise expectations of an attempt to define team
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teaching and establish a teaching method in the context of that definition.In fact,this book
does not offer a teaching approach but prOvides the cultural background to enable those
involved in team teaching to operate rnore effectively through an understanding of illtercultural
difficulties.Thus it covers such topics as(Basics in Japanese Culture'andくBasics in Japanese
Human Relationships',as well as histories of teana teaching in Japan and an exa■lination of the
textbooks and the intercultural relationships reflected therein.There are chapters On pronunci‐
ation problems and useful expresslons in Japanese Tvhich seem rather out of place in this
context.For JET participants the problem of this pubhcation is that it duphcates information
already provided for AIィ′r's and seems to lack a particular focus. Perhaps the most useful
section is that which deals、vith〔Patterns of「ream Teaching Relationshipst Four patterns are
suggested and discussedo Note that the identification of these patterns does nOt exclude other
possibilities.The first two patterns are probably the rnost co■llnon in pr cticei the AET taking
the leading role and the」TE the secondary rolei the reverse,with the JTE taking the leading
role and the AET the secondary role.Although these patterns have some justification and Fnay
be useful,the ideal may be the last pattern they put forward:equal roles for each party。「rhis
is a development of the AET and 」TE taking separate but complementary roles, the third
pattern the authors identify. ]Iowever, this fourth pattern of equal roles requires that both
AET's and JTE's(be equa■y capable in all areas of Englsh teachil■g'。(ShirnaOka nd Yashiro,
1990:31)This is viewed as attainable(with surprisilag speed if」TE'sand AET'  cooperate and
learn frOm each other from the beginning on a mutual respect basis'.
Lack of focus is a criticism which could not be directed towards'彰αη ttαじめ力竺g(Brumby
and Wada,1991)which offers a very practical guide for the tearn teacher,well thought out and
logically arranged.This book would be useful for both the ALT with no teaching experience,
as wen as the experienced teacher operating in the new context of teaIIrl teaching lt is clear that
the contents are a result of experiences on the JET Progranllne,and presumably in light of
those experiences a definition of teani teaching is proposed、vhich is, cording t  th  authors,
tgeneraHy accepted in Japan':〔Team teaching is a concerted endeavour made,Ointly by the
Japanese teacher of English(JTE)and the assistant Elaglish teacher(AET)in an Enghsh
language classroom in which the students,the JTE,and the AET are engagedin communicative
activities.'(Brumby and Wada,1991:Introduction)They go on to stress the equal responsibility
of the JTE and the AET in this process.However,as with many definitions of team teaching,
the desire to offer flexibility results in vagueness, and as many questions are raised as are
answered,but further discussion in the text does clarify many points in a more detailed way.
The topic areas covered in the book include the various roles which teachers can take,how to
make the classr00m more communicative, as wen as the practicanties of teaching in the
classrooni:lesson planning,implementation, and fonow―up assessment. This book makes no
evaluations of the Programme,but implicit in its production is the need for more clarity and
definition in the practicanties Of teani teaching, to avoid the uncertainty、vhich besets both
JTE's and ALT亀.
Dissatisfaction with official textbooks has already been expressed above. IIowever, if the
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textbook is abandoned the problem Of wllat to do in the classroon arises. Fro■l the utse ,
therefore, resource books have appeared、vhich are specifically aimed at JE「r part cipants.
CLAIR itself has been providillg a ttιsθク%θι Ma力方2ぬね珍%ブうθθ力for ALT's every year,with
advice on activities、vh ch■light be successful for Japanese students.Each prefecture also has
conated materials frOln ALT's locamy to produce activities books in various shapes and sizes.
(In Tottori Prefecture see,for example, 7杉ασカゲηg ld32島!erSSOn,1992)Such rnaterials supple‐
ment rather than replace the official textbooks.Lconard(1995)takes the approach of Brumby
and Wada (1991)which ailns to give practical advice to team teach effectively, and the
act?ities books,and combines them in tta%―晩aεカゲηg rogc力ι作 4Bケ′ηどπα′賀奮θ夕πθ
肋 勿″♭θθ力又〃I軋
`α
%プ4ETそ.This b00k is aimed at both parties invoved in the team
teaching process,and the prOvision of a Japanese translation may make it more accessible for
JTE's for whOm such resOurce books in their own language are few and far between.
Wada and CO■linos(1994)in their introduction to Sサ%湧tcsゲ%7珍αタ2 7諺αε力れ懲restate the need
for more empirical research On the J拒
'「
r Programme:〔in the absence of data conection and
dissemination and languagein‐education planning measures designed for measuring effective
ilnplementation and ensuring quality control,it is in fact extremely difficult,if not impossible,
to gauge the extent to which the」ET Program has contributed during its first five years to
either of its twO broad goals―the devel pment Of pedagogy and increased international
aⅥπareness.'(Wada and Cominos, 1994:3)「rhis b。。k is a conection of articles、vhich seeks to
address this need.In his articleくTealll i eaching and the Revised Course of Study'Wada notes
that some of the problems On the PrograHlrlte may be rOoted in problems within the Japanese
education systern itself and the fact that,(Importallt national policies are formulated by the
?linistry of Education and then conveyed to classroom teachers throughout Japan... this
(top‐down'rnodel of decision making has contributed greatly to the gap between what the《op"
wants to achieve and the((bottorn"really wants to do.'(ibid:15)「rhe pohtical imphcations of
the Programme have already been noted,and、vhen this is couple  with an uncertainty amongst
」TE's as to what one of their major aims,(communicative competence'is,then difficulties are
unavoidable. Browne and Evans(1994:17)also Suggest that before ALT's can be used most
effect?ely then the notion Of communicat?e competence must be understood in order to clarify
the objectives of teani taught classes.In light of their understanding,they suggest that ALT's
are rnost effective as an intercultural informant,and that tearn taught lessons should be content
based.
The lack Of clarity due to ignOrance is the theme of G:His‐Furutaka's(Pedagogical Prepara―
tion for JET Progranllne Teachers。'(1994: 29)She analyses orientation procedures and
materials and finds thenl lacking, citing them as responsible among other things for the
perception of cOmmunicative language teaching as merely playing games. She notes the
discrepancy between the iob deSCription of ALT's and what could reasonably be expected of
untrained and inexperienced participants.She therefore proposes that there should be improved
training in language teaching for ALT's and further suggests that JTE's could benefit from
training abroad, and that a peripatetic group of experienced JTE's be set up to share their
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knowledge.
Smith(1994: 72), after classr00m observation,notes that diversity in team teaching proce‐
dures exist,the result of compromise solutiolls depending on a multiphcity of teaching situa―
tions. He hopes that this diversity is anowed to flourish and、vill nOt b  discouraged by a
prescribed teani teaching method.This runs counter to the present trend to find and establsh
a formulaic method of tealn teaching.Current δrthodoxy is also chanenged by Law (1994:90)
who feels that there are r?sconceptions about the true nature of entrance examinations and
that they are used as a scapegoat for the wider problems of13nghsh teachillg.By surveying and
analysing examples of such exams he identifies features which rnay have effects on conllnunica―
tive values,and in light of his findings suggests ways in which AET's can be used effectively
in the exam context with a、vider role than the one proposed under the current guidehnes.
Garant(1994:103)also goes back to sources,to formulate an approach to material design by
analysing an authorised textbook and producing supplementary rnaterials to rnake classes rnore
suitable for AET classest While nOting the texbook's shortconings,(Sarant's analysis clearly
goes against the usual■vholesale dis■lissal of official materials as useless,and thereby under―
cuts another behef lvhich is all too often taken for granted.Jannuzi(1994:119)expresses the
view that the approved textbooks do not stand in the way of successful tealn teaching and he
goes further to state that in fact his examination Of high school classes does not bear Out the
assertion that the gra■lrllar translation method is the mOst commonly employed. The use of
AET'sin carrying out the Reading h/fethod,、vhich he suggests is in fact rnost co■lrnon,is looked
at and suggestions are made for reading classes.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
This study,funded by Monbusho,the Japanese A/1inistry of Education,、vas carried out over
a three year period froln April,1993 to A/farch,1996 in frottori Prefecture.Three questionnaires
were constructed to be given to the three groups involved in the JET Programme:junior and
senior high school students, Japanese Teachers of Englsh (」TE' ), and Assista t Language
Teachers(ALT's). The usual rules of questionnaire construction were adhered to as far as
possible,to a great extent relying on the principles laid out by Bailey(1987).A pilot study had
been carried out in the year previous to the commencement Of this study(Sheen,Adachi,and
WIacarthur, 1993)and this was used as a guide in the construction and ad■linistration of the
questionnaires. In the hope that it、vould encourage an expression Of true opinions, all the
ans、ver sheets were anonymous.
All three questionnaires took the fomowing forni:A statement such as(I anl good at Englsh'
、vas made and respondents marked one of the five possible options on the ans、v r sheet:1‐I
agree strOngly, 2‐I agree, 3 ‐ neutral, 4 -I disagree, 5 - I disagree strOngly. Of course, the
questionnaires for students and JTE's were in Japanese,while that for ALT's was in Enghsh
(see Appendix l)。As far as、v  possible an three groups filled in the questionnaires during the
same periOd of time in January/February 1995.The questionnaires for ALT's were sent to their
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home addresses and a written request made for thenl tO participate in the research, 、vith a
follOw…up letter to encourage those whO had not yet responded by the given deadline.Al1 62
ALT's in TOttOri Prefecture were contacted and 43 responses were received.For the student
and teacher questionnaires,the study was cOnfined to the eastern side of the prefecture.All
junior and senior high sch001s were contacted by mail and asked if they would take part in the
study,Eleven junior high schools and six senior high schools agreed and questionnaires were
mailed to them.These were administered by」TE's tt s″% and altOgether 3,791 student
questionnaires were returned.At the same tilne,44 JTE's in the same schOols filled out and
returned the questionnaires for teachers.The results、vere enter d into comp ters to facilitate
analysis of the large amount of data gathered.
ANALYSIS OF STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES
Questionnaires were completed by students frOm 6 SHS and ll JHS. This provided the
follo、ving number of responses for the following range of variablesi
Total number of students from an sOurces:3791
SHS:1559
JHS:2232
female students, 1805
male students: 1986
rural JHS:1559
City JHS:673
acade■lic SHSi 711
non―acadenlic SHS:848
1n additiOn tO these rnajor variables,data are also available for the individual grades in SHS
and JHS wllich will be discussed later,lvhere apprOpriate.In terms of the variability between
group responses,the most significant is that between male and female students(see Appendix
2). The latter cOnはistently score between five and ten per cent higher in terms of responses,
indicating a more positive attitude to Enghsh in general and to the JET Progra■lrne 
particular,and this applies、v chever variable one analyses,Such findings are consistent with
the large nlaiority of studies thrOughout the world which compare performance and attitude in
relation to fOreign language study,In a general sense,this is Of great interest.However,within
the dOmain Of this present research,it is not of maJor relevance for he thrust of this prOject
is concerned principany with providing WIonbushO with findings wllich it may utilise in order to
infornl future modifications to the JE「F PrOgrammeo Such modifications may be of two types,
One rnight concern the concentratillg of resources in those areas where the Progra■llne appears
to be rnost valued,and the other rnight entail the mOdifying Of the rnanner in wllich the ALT's
are used.Our findings anow us to address both issues and this we win indeed d。.However,as
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to the first issue related to gender,given that co‐educational schools are an integral part of the
SIIS and JIIS systems,it is inconceivable that h/1onbusho would differentiate between male and
female students. frherefore, the difference in the responses bet、veen th se two groups of
students is not of relevance for the future of the JEfr Programme,Consequently,this issue will
receive no further attention in this section as we will devote our concerns to those variables
relevant to future modification of WIonbusho poHcy.
Those variables are related to differences between SHS and JHS, betヽve  acad nlic and
non‐academic schools,between rural and city schools,and between the variOus grades in SIIS
and JHS, IIowever, a pre■■linary analysis of the data reveals that there is no significant
difference between the responses for rural and city schools,「rherefore, in order t  avoid
repetition of this finding,this variable will not be discussed in the treatment of the responses
to the individual questions(hOWever,see relevant findings in Appendix 2).The variables to be
treated therefore,based on the above imphct criteria,are as follows,with the abbreviations to
be used in brackets:
a)All students
b)All SHS students
c)All JHS students
d)An academic students
e)An non‐academic students
f)All SHS 3rd year students
g)AH SIIS 2nd year students
h)AH SHS lst year students
i)All」HS 3rd year students
j)All JHS 2nd year students
k)All」HS lSt year students
All
SHS
1
6.3
5.6
(All)
(SHS)
(」HS)
(Ac)
(N―Ac)
(3S)
(2S)
(lS)
(3J)
(2J)
(lJ)
The first three items concern information such as gender and type of school,the results of
which have already been indicated above.The followillg analysis will therefore only address
items 4 to 25, In the case of each question, the initial concern win be tO point out first the
general trend,and second、vhere percentages indicate deviations frOni the norm and therefore
potentiaHy statisticany significant differences.
Iterl1 4
1 am good at Englsh.
2
18.3
18.2
3
19。9
19.8
4
25,1
22.8
5
29.5
33
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18.3
26.4
11.1
15,9
16.7
18.9
13
18.6
21.5
26.7
20.8
24.5
20.5
23.9
22.9
26.6
27.2
25。8
4
13.8
13.2
141
6.3
18.9
17.6
14.7
12
12.4
16.1
13
(1990
27.1
18.8
44.8
41.5
32.4
31
35.3
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22.1
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2」
lJ
All
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
6.9
8.4
3.3
6.3
6.2
5.2
5,5
6.7
7.9
This item is a part of the questionnaire chiefly to per■lit the inv stigation of co relations
bet、veen the responses to this item and those to others.IIo、vever,there are interesting points
to be noted.Iiirst,there is the entirely to be expected higher scores on part l and 2 for Ac.
compared to those of N‐Ac.Second,apart froni this difference,there is a remarkable level of
homogeneity in the respollses.As has already been pointed out in reference to the P』ot Study
(PS),this is certainly related to the marked homogeneity of the Japanese in a、vi e ran  of
social and persOnal characteristics. Because this marked homOgeneity is a feature of the
responses to an the questions,this pOint will only be raised in future where there are evident
deviations frona this norm.
Item 5
1 think English will be useful in l■y future life.
?
?
．
?
?
．
?
?
，
?
?
．
?
??
．
??
．
??
．
?
，
?
?
．
?
?
，
?
?
．
?
?
?
?
?
，
?
?
?
?
?
，
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?．
??
??
??
?
??
?．
??
??
??
?
??
??
．
??
．
??
．
??
．
??
．
??
．
??
??
??
．
??
．
．
??
?．
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
What is most remarkable in these results is the high percentage of students who respond
positively to this item.If one assumes that at least some of those who chose option 3(neutral)
would answer positively if obliged to do so,one can consider up to 60%as cOnsidering Enghsh
to be useful in their futures,In addition,the high level is present frOni the beginning of JIIS
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which、vould tend to indicate a substantial level of a、vareness of the importance of Englsh.
Furthermore, this high level is even more noteworthy if one takes only the acadenlicamy
inchned,for the percentage is nearer 70. The rehability of these results is supported by the
findings of the PS which found a silnilar high percentage.This high figure is allnost certainly
explained by the niaior rOle no、v played by English in world communicatiolls related to
business,acade■li  and governmental relationships.The significance of this fundilag cannot be
over‐emphasised in terms of WIonbusho educational policy, It demonstrates that the student
body as a whole constitutes a niaior pOtential for the creation of highly lnOtivated students in
terms of learning English.The tapping of this potelltial depends,however,On maior mOdifica―
tions in the、席ay in、vhich Enghsh is both taught and evaluated in the schools.
Iteコa6
The presence of an ALT in class is an incentive to study the subject harder.
AH
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
15,9
14.4
17
17.2
12.1
20,9
10,2
14.1
14.6
16.5
19.1
2
28.5
26.2
30.1
28.1
24.3
27.6
25.2
25,7
28,9
28.4
32.3
3
36.5
37.4
36
35。9
38.6
33
42
36.9
36.8
37.9
33.2
4
12.2
14.2
10.7
13.3
14.9
10.5
13.1
15。2
10.1
11.8
9,8
5
6.6
7.6
5。8
5。2
9.8
6.3
8.5
7.7
8.9
4.9
4.9
The results for this question are on the wllole encouraging for those who support the」Efr
Programme.Between 40%and 60%of students have a positive attitude to the participation of
ALT's in the teaching of Enghsh, It is true that second year SHS students manifest less
enthusiasHl than they did in lter1 5.This is probably explained by the disaffectlon one often
finds in the nliddle school years of high schools in many Western cultures brought on by the
variety of physical and psychological changes taking place in students of this age group.They
have passed through the initial enthusiasm of the first year and have nOt yet reached the third
year when they are obliged to take their studies far more seriously than have done in the
previous year. IIowever, apart from this bhp, the other five grades manifest a very positive
attitude.
Iteコa 7
1 feel rnore confident in my Enghsh ability after l have learned from an ALT,
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All
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
2.5
2.3
2.7
2.4
2.2
2.9
2.6
2
2.5
3
2.5
2
9.5
8.3
10.3
11.6
5,4
3.8
7.2
9.5
7.5
9.1
13.5
3
45
41.5
47.4
45,5
37.8
39,3
41
41.6
44.2
47.6
48.8
4
26
26.8
25,4
27.4
26.3
25.9
24.9
27.5
26.3
26.5
23.5
5
16.4
20.7
13.5
12.6
27,7
26.4
22.9
18.6
181
12,9
10.9
These responses manifest a generally homogeneously negative attitude to this item.This is
understandable. The ALT's tasks are allnost sOlely related tO Oral ability.In Order to gain
greater cOnfidence in one's oral abihty in a language,one needs many hours of exposure to the
spoken language both passively and actively. AIthough the presence of ALT's does indeed
increase the degrec of exposure to spoken Englsh, One should have no illusions as tO the
potential of this tO improve the students' confidence. The degree of expOsure is extremely
limited for reasons related to the sman amount of time devoted tO Englsh teaching and fOr the
minimaltime within that time frame that the ALT has available to enable each student to have
meaningful exposure to English,particularly in terms of active participation in truly communi―
cative tasks.
As fOr results different froni the nornl,two may be noted.They are the low positive result
for 3S and the comparatively high pOsitive result fOr lJ.A plausible explanation for this is
related to the entirely different situatiOns of these twO groups.The students of 3S are confront‐
ed by the imperatives of their university entrance examinations and an that iコnphes i  terms
of both sOcial and academic pressures.This results in the attaching of much less importance to
the presence of ALT's in classes at this level.On the other hand,the students of l」are just
beginnilag their high schO01 learning and therefore bring tO it the enthusiasm of an beginners,
Furthemore,they are far frOm the pressures of entrance examinations.In addition, they are
beginning in most cases their first real study of Enghsh and can therefOre make that initial
progress、vhich is the advantage of all at this first stage.Coupled with this is the presence of
an ALT whO is giveh at this level the greatest potential for mOtivating students.These factors
must surely play a crucial role in producing these two particular results.
Item 8
1 hope there will be mOre ALT class hours,
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As in other items related to opinions of the JET PrograttHne,the results here indicate a
generamy positive attitude. There are, ho、vever, t、vo r sults、vhich demand conllnent. First,
there is the unusual siFnllarity between the percentages for Ac and N―Ac.Given our previous
point which argues for greater rnotivation for the JET ProgranlFne On the part of Ac students
as opposed to their N‐Ac cou:lterparts,the results for this ite■l con titute a counter example,
It would be convenient to be able to offer an explanation for this.UnfOrunately,none presents
itself.Therefore,this result must be considered an aberration.
The second result requiring comment is the relatively high percentage for 3S for options l
and 2(53%)as cOmpared with the results for the other grades(between 400/。 and 46%).I  iS
plausible that this difference results from a factor already discussed.That is the concentration
of students of 3S on their university entrance exanlinations to the exclusion of more diverting
and less demanding activities associhted ?th h  AIデ「 's.It is h refore quite understandable
that this result manifests a heartfelt desire on the part of students for an escape from the
relentless preparation for exanlinatiolas.
Item 9
As a result of exposure to ALT―participated class hours,Iam no、v mOre interested in learning
about foreign cultures and countries.
All
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
AH
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
1
22.2
20.8
23.2
21.4
20.3
31.4
19.3
18.5
22.2
20.5
26.6
2
21.2
20.6
21.7
22.7
18.7
21.3
21
20,3
24,3
20,9
20.7
2
19.3
19.6
19.1
27.4
12.8
217
14.7
3
33
31
34
30.2
31.4
24.7
35。1
30.8
31.6
37.6
32.5
3
86.4
36
36.7
34.6
36.8
37.2
35,7
4
11.7
13.1
10.7
14.5
11.8
9.2
10.5
14.6
89
11.9
10.6
4
18
16.3
19.2
14.2
18.1
11.3
16.1
5
11.4
14
9.5
10.5
17
11.3
12.4
15
12.1
8,6
8.8
5
15.4
18.1
13.5
10
25.1
18.4
23.6
1
10,3
9.5
10,8
12,7
6,7
8.8
8.5
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16.6
15.1
11.7
14.6
5
17.8
21.3
15。3
9.5
31.3
22.6
26.5
19.5
16
13.4
17.2
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lS
3J
2J
lJ
9.8
11.5
11.1
9.8
20.2
17.8
19
19.8
35.3
36.9
36.8
35,9
17.4
17.2
20.8
18.6
What is perhaps most nOte、vorthy in these results is t4e remarkable homogeneity of the
results for Option 3(neutral)in a population already characterised by extremeness in this
regard.The spread between high and low in this Option is less than t、vo percentage points,This,
coupled、vith the relatively low scores in options l and 2,would tend to indicate a high degree
of ambivalence if not apathy on this point.There is,Of course,the appreciably higher positive
score for the Ac group.Nevertheless,one has to conclude that the participation of ALT's does
not appear to have a marked effect in promotiong much greater interest in foreign cultures.
Then again,one is perhaps being somewhat optimistic to expect the minimal presence of ALI「's
to have a maiOr influence in this area.The students have rninixnal contact with the■l and have
myriad Other cOncerns and interests to occupy their■linds.
Itenl 10
l am dOing rny best to use English in ALT―participated classes.
An
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2」
lJ
1
6.6
7
6.3
10.7
3,7
4.2
5.2
8
6.6
6.6
5.6
2
18.5
17.2
19.4
26.2
9.7
12.1
10.5
20.4
17.4
21.5
18.2
3
31.8
28.8
34
29.7
27.7
32.6
30.8
26.9
31.8
34.5
34.4
4
24.5
25。1
24.1
22.9
26.6
25。1
25.2
24.6
26.3
22.9
23.6
In terms Of the absence of a truly positive reaction to this item and of the marked tendency
to the negative of S3 and S2,probably for the same reasons already discussed i.e.concentration
on exanlinatiOns, these results are sirnilar to ltem 9 related to'foreign cultures. Of course,
ultimately the evaluation of such questions is necessarily a comparative one, comparing the
reactions Of Other siFnilar groups in Japan who have not had the benefit of the presence of
ALT's and Of Other populations outside Japan undergoing silnilar experiences,As to the former,
no such studies have been carried out. As to the latter,nO other cultures displaying similar
characteristics to that of Japan and undergoing a progra■llne of th  same n tu e as the JET
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Progra■llne exist.There is,therefore,no such rneans of comparison.There is,however,a factor
worthy of discussion in respect both to this item and Others.This concerns the expectations one
is justified in having of students takilag any acade■lic subiect.After all,in an average popula‐
tion of studelis in any academic subiect,One wOuld expect a normal bell curve in terms of
performance,participation,interest and motivation. Thus, including a portion of those who
chose option 3(neutral)there are between 300/c and 359るwho manifest a positive attitude to
opportunities to using English.This is a satisfactory level of iriterest and lnotivation to use as
a factor in the justification of the maintaitting or expanding of the JET Programme.
Item ll
I Ike ALT‐participated classes because they provide an opportunity to be exposed to real
English use.
All
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
15.6
15.9
15.3
23
10.2
15.9
10.5
17.5
16.7
15.2
14.4
2
24.3
24.9
23.8
33.8
17.2
26.3
22.9
24,8
25.2
23
23.5
3
34.4
33.2
35.2
27.2
37.9
36.4
37
30.8
32.1
36.7
35,3
4
14.8
14.3
15.1
9.9
17.8
9.2
16.4
14.6
13.7
14.9
16.1
5
10.2
11
9.7
5
16.1
10
11.8
11.1
10.8
9
10
The intent of this item is closely related to that of lten■10.They are bo h concerned with the
level of participation in ALT classes.The important difference is active and passive participa‐
tion,Item 10 refers to the former and ltem ll refers tO the latter.It is this essential difference
which explains the variation in the two sets of results, Whilst Japanese students will apply
themselves with enthusiasm to tasks 、vhere they are not caned on to perfor■l in Enghsh
individuany,they win be reluctant to do so if they have to actuany communicate orany,frhus,
even、vithout factoring in a portiOn of those who chose option 3, an average of 40% of the
students rnanifest a positive attitude to exposure to English spoken by native speakers,in spite
of the relatively lo、v scoring on options l and 2 of the 2S group. frhis constitutes a clear
vandation of the underlying principle of the JET Programme with the exception perhaps of its
appropriateness in non‐academic schools.
Item 12
1 think classes with an ALT are easier than regular Engnsh classes,
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An
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
All
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
30。7
39.1
24,9
39.8
38.3
46.9
387
36.9
24
23.3
26.9
2
30.4
33.1
28.5
36.6
29.9
30.5
29.5
34.5
32.5
29。2
25
3
23.2
15.6
28.4
13.7
17
10.5
17.7
15。9
23.6
29.5
30.2
4
9
6.3
10.9
6
64
5
6.9
6.3
11.7
10.5
10.6
?
?
?。?
?．?
?．?
?．?
?．?
?
?。?
?．?
?．?
?
The predonlinantly positive response indicates that the■laJor proportion of stud nts find
ALT classes appreciably easier than regular classes,This is entirely to be expected given the
oral nature of the ALTs'work and the lack of seriOus testing therein.It does raise a serious
question in terms of the future rOle of ALT's and is related to fundamental questions concerning
Englsh education in Japan. It entails the consideration of the results Of the other sets of
questionnaires and A/fonbusho pohcy in general.This topic、vill be tak  up again in subsequent
parts of this study,
Item 13
1、vould like tO study English more as a result of the exposure to AIッ′r―participated classes.
1
4
4.2
3.9
4.9
3.6
5
4.6
3.9
4.1
3.9
3.7
2
11,7
12
11.5
18,4
6.6
10.9
10.2
12.7
11
11.2
11.9
3
454
43
47
473
39.1
40.2
42.6
43.2
44.6
47
48.2
4
30.3
19.6
20.8
17
21.5
20.5
19.7
19
21.5
21.7
19.1
5
17.8
20.1
16.2
11.2
27.9
20.9
21.3
19,8
17.6
15.3
16.3
Only an average of about 15%have chosen options l and 2 whilst the average for Options 4
and 5 is nearly 400/。,ThiS,coupled with the very high percentage who chose option 3,does not
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speak wen fOr the positive effects of exposure to Englsh.The result also demOnstrates a degree
of variance、vith the results of ltems 10 and ll which are related to the same general area.An
explanation for this may wen be the presence of the word 〔tstudy" in this item. One Hlight
perhaps assume that the presence of ALT's is a motivating factor in terms of interest and
participation, but less so lvllen it becomes a question of study, an activity many Japanese
students probably feel that they have already had enough of.
Iteln 14
1 try to cOncentrate hard and understand every、vor spoken when an ALT speaks,
The response average for options l and 2 is bet、veen 50%and 60% and Clearly indicates a
high degree of passive participation.The responses to ltenl ll are of a siFnilar nature although
the percentage average is marginany lower and once again we have the manifestation of some
disaffectiOn on the part of the 2S students.The similarity between these results and between
results of related items such as 9 and 10 would tend to give confidence in the rehability of these
overan results.It does so because students faced、vith o tensibly dif er nt but basically simllar
questions respond more or less in the same fashion.
Item 15
1 have learned words nOt found in cOurse books through ALl■participat d classes.
An
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
19.1
20.3
18.2
30.9
11.6
20.5
15.7
21.5
21.7
17.5
16.5
2
33.9
30.8
36.1
38
24.5
33.5
22.6
32.2
38.2
349
35.5
2
24.4
24.3
24.4
30.2
19.2
3
28.2
26.8
29.1
19
33.2
23.8
32.4
25,5
24
30.2
31.1
3
25,9
25
26.6
23.2
26.3
4
11.4
12.5
10,7
8
16.3
8,4
15.7
12.4
8
11.9
11.1
4
17.5
16,7
18
14.5
18.4
5
6.8
9。1
5.2
33
14
12.1
12.1
7.7
67
4.6
5。2
5
17
18.8
15。7
9,9
26.5
An
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
1
145
144
14.6
20,9
8.9
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11.3
11.5
15。9
8.5
16.5
16.6
23.4
16.7
26.5
18.8
25,5
26.8
26.4
30.5
22.7
28.4
25,6
26.1
15.5
15,4
17.2
21.7
18
15,4
(1996)
21.3
23.9
17
21.3
13.5
14.4
5
20.5
22,9
18.8
15,1
29.7
33
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
Apart ftoni the expected difference bet、veen Ac and N‐Ac,these results present two sets of
responses of、vhich one offers a picture of consistency and the other One of inconsistency.On
the One hand,the figures for All,SHS and JHS are sirlailar for an five options,options l and
2 giving an approxirnate average of 40%,optiOn 3,25.5%and options 4 and 5,about 350/。,In
this case,it is a largely positive picture in terms Of the learning of new vocabulary thanks to
the presence of ALT's. However, wllen one exanlines the results fOr individual grades, the
results do not show a consistent pattern.Thus,for OptiOns l and 2,whilst 3S,lS,2J and lJ give
silnilar results to those for An,2S and 3J are significantly lower at apprOxilnately 28% and
27%,respectively.The 2S result is probably explained by the disaffection Of this group already
discussed several tirnes. However,the much lower positive result for 3J is not susceptible to
such a cOnvenient explanation.In fact, no plausible explanation presents itself.IIowever,it
does aHo、v us tO discuss a factor which is potentiamy a distorting factor,「Fh  ALT's are
distributed in a large range of different schools under the respottibility of different Japanese
Teachers of English、vith a whole range of differing attitudes,which resultin ALT's functioning
differently in terms of the extent to which they are shackled to the orthodox syllabus.
Anecdotal evidence indicates that some ALT's are free to function as was intended by
?【onbusho whilst others are constrained by their Japanese counterparts to basicaHy function as
a teacher of the exanlination syHabus.It is clear that ALT's in the latter situation would have
much less opportunity to expose students to vocabulary other than that wltich is in the synabus.
This、vould be a plausible explanation for the apparent aberration,HOwever,there is no way
to prove this as our data does not enable us to identify in which situations the individual ALT's
functiOned.
Item 16
Lessons覇〆ith an ALT are also useful when l sit an exanination.
AH
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
1
3.1
2,9
3.3
1.8
3.7
2.1
2
11
9.7
12
10.5
8,9
4.6
3
38.6
37.8
39.1
42.2
33.8
30.5
4
26
26.2
25.9
29.6
23
27.6
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2S
lS
3J
2J
l」
2.3
3.2
1.8
2,7
5
5.6
119
9.4
12.7
12.9
37,7
39
32.5
41
413
23.6
26.2
28.8
26.8
22.6
28.8
19
26.3
15。7
17.3
The marked negative response to this itenl is entirely to be expected but does serve to
highhght a fundamental problem of the 」ET Programme. lVhile Enghsh teaching in Japan
continues to be driven and don?nat d by an exanlination system wllich totally ignores oral
production and gives little Mreight to aural comprehensiOn,the contribution Of ALT's wili be
seen as peripheral and unirlaportant by both teachers and adalinistrators, frhis is entirely
understandable in a systern in、vhich success in entrance examinations is seen as the拓2'sο%″'
ι″3 for the schools.
Item 17
Even a sman amount of Japanese used by an ALT win help me understand the lesson better.
AH
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2」
lJ
1
317
296
332
26.5
32.2
347
282
28.5
34.3
31.2
341
2
33.2
34.3
32.4
37.1
31.8
30.5
31.1
35.8
35.2
32.3
30,4
3
21.4
20.8
21,7
20,4
21
16.7
24.9
20.3
17.4
23.9
22.1
5
59
6.9
5.3
61
76
7.5
8.2
66
5
4.7
66
?
?
?．?
?．?
?
?
?．?
?．?
?
?．‐
?．?
?
This is a striking result.The positive responses for options l and 2 are by far the highest of
all the items and average bet、veen 60% and 700/。, When such a preponderance of students
express the desire i■npl cit in this itenl,it clearly deserves seriOus attention,It arises from the
interplay of two factors.First, an integral part of the JE「r Programme is the functioning of
ALT's as providers of exposure to spoken Enghsh,Second,rnost ALT's,particulary when they
first arrive,are not capable of communicating in Japanese even if they wanted to and were
encouraged to do so We therefore have the classic recipe for frustration or ahenation.Here we
have students who have become used to havillg the vocabulary and grammar of]Englsh being
explained to them in Japanese.Subsequent to such explanation,students are then called on to
use Enghsh in chorus or to repeat individually wllat they have already heard frOna the teacher.
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TherefOre,there is,in fact,little Or no actual coHllnunication in Enghsh.Wllen they are faced
with an AL′r,they are expected to understand without the aid Of Japanese and respond by
actuany co■lrnunicating in English withOut a model to fol10、v.The frustration rnanifest in their
responses to this itena is understandable,
The next twO items will be dealt with iointly as they are cIOsely related
ltem 18
1 prepare myself by,otting down questions On paper before an ALl,‐participated class
ALL
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
0.7
0,6
0。7
0,4
0.8
2.1
0,6
0.3
0,3
0.7
1
2
1.6
1
2.1
0.7
1.2
1.7
0.3
1
0.9
1.8
3.2
3
7.8
4,9
9,9
2.8
6.7
7.1
8,8
3.2
10.5
7,7
11,7
4
12
9.8
13.6
11.6
8.3
10.9
7.9
10.1
13
14.3
13.2
5
77
83
72.8
83.6
82.2
74.9
81
84.8
74.1
73.9
70,2
Iteコn 19
After an ALT―participated class,I usuaHy go over what we have studied.
ALL
SHS
」HS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
1.1
0.8
1.2
0.8
0.8
2.1
0.6
0.6
0.7
1.2
1.6
2
3.9
2
5.2
1.7
2.3
2.9
1.6
1.9
3.2
5.3
6.4
3
18.4
11.2
23.4
10.6
11.6
12.5
15,4
9.5
23.4
22.4
24.1
4
29.1
23.9
32.7
28.6
19.7
20.1
16.1
26.8
31.6
36.1
29.4
5
46.9
61.4
36.8
47.4
64.7
60,2
64.6
60,3
40.3
34.1
37.4
Even a marginaHy positive result to these items would be most surprising.GeneraHy speak‐
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ing,unless students are given a specific task related to a class,they give little thought to what
is to be done in their classes scheduled for the day,「Γhi  is indeed confirmed by the results.In
both items, the responses are over、vhelmingly negative. This is further underhned by the
unusually lo、v scOreS for option 3.When scores are low or high in this option,it usually indicates
that the students fecl quite strOngly about the item as、vas the case in l 17.Therefore,one
can conclude that in terms of preparation or after class follow‐up,ALT class s are viewed no
differently from other classes,It is true that the responses to ltem 19 are a little less negative
than lteHl 18.This is prObably explained by the fact that in the case of the latter,the students
do not know what they are going to be doing in theif follo、vilag classes.One can,therefore,not
expect them to do anything in preparation for such classes.In the case of the former,it is a
question Of classes iust COmpleted and is therefore somewhat different,as the keener students
■light well give some thought to what they have just done.The sirnilarities in the nature of the
items coupled with the、veighting of the responses are very positive in terms of the rehability
of the results of the questionnaire.
Item 20
1 ana willing to help an ALT if he or she has any questions concerning Japanese.
ALL
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
l」
1
22
24.3
20.4
29
20.3
33.5
25.9
21.5
25,9
20.7
16.1
2
24.6
25.5
24.1
30.7
20.8
24.3
20
27
24.5
22.4
25.3
3
33.6
31.7
34.9
25,7
36.4
25,9
33.8
31.9
31.8
36.5
34.9
4
10.6
9.7
11.2
8,4
11
5,4
11.5
10.5
8.3
11.9
12,7
5
8.2
8。1
8.2
5.6
10.3
7.9
6.9
8.4
8.2
7.2
9.6
The mainly positive responses here are entirely to be expected as students,wllether they be
」apanese or any other nationahty,are usuaHy quite eager to help teachers in general and even
more so when it is a question Of someone from a different country,「rhe fact that in both JIIS
and SIIS the level of positive responses increases as the students go from grade l to 3 is
plausibly explained by the fact that they gain in confidence the longer they are at school.What
is perhaps most surprising is the high level in option 3、vith most scores being in the thirties.
This is, of course, one further indication of the Japanese people's reluctance to comttlit
themselves.
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Item 21
1 can nO、v understand the course book better than ever thanks to classes involving an ALT
An
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
4
24.2
25.1
23.6
26
24.1
23
25.9
24.9
25。2
23.9
21.8
5
19。9
25.5
16.1
17.7
32.3
30.1
26.9
24.1
22.9
13.3
14.8
?
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
?
?．．
?．?
?
?．?
?
?．．
?．?
?．?
?．?
?．?
?．?
．
?．?
?
?．?
???
???
?．?
???
???
?
?．?
?．?
What is mOst striking in these results is the extremely high levels fOr OptiOn 3 rangillg from
36勁
`to 48%,the latter percentage being fOr AC which usually gives the higher positive scores.This is possib y explained by the fact that the iteln is ask ng too much of the students They
are being asked to evaluate their understanding of sOmething based on an activity not necessar‐
ily cOnnected to it―a diff cult task even fOr quanfied researchers.The level of responses tO
options l and 2 is also very lo、v A  ALT's Often dO work unrelated to the course book,or find
difficulty in using the textbook satisfactOrily,the result is hardly surprising.Although such a
result offers httle in terms Of suppOrt fOr the JET PrOgramme,the informatiOn will be of some
use in proposing possible refornl to the PrOgramme which will be discussed in the conclusion.
Iteコn22
1 think、ve shOuld not use regular course books when、ve have an ALT in class.
AH
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
2
159
15,6
16.1
19.5
12.3
11.3
11.8
17.6
17.4
15,7
4
8.7
5,1
11.1
5.4
4.8
2.5
4.3
5。9
9.6
11.5
?
?
，
?
?
．
?
??
．
?
．
?
?
．
?
?
．
?
?
．
?
?
．
?
??
．
??
?
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
．
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
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15.5 38.1 11.6 11.8
An average of over 40%of reSponses in options l and 2 manifests very much aじ力 冴ιじοιクγ
fro■l students who spend much of their tilne in acadenlic activity based on books they have
become used to and possibly bored with.This particularly applies to 3S who are preparing for
their university entrance exa■li ations and N―Ac who have little penchant for book‐based study
anyway.This general feelng is further underhned by the increasingly lnore evident aversion to
regular bOOks as students advance from lJ to 3S.This raises serious questions as to the way
in which ALT's should be used, On the one hand, one nlight argue that given the present
situation characterised by the doHlinance of exanlination oriented study,and the lack of oral
competence on the part Of a good proportion of Japanese′reachers of]Englsh,ALT's should
be used exclusively as a means of exposing students to informal oral Enttlsh・Thi  is all well
and good but can not be considered desirable.Time spent、vith ALT's should not be considered
as a diverting break frOm 〔treal work".Clearly,what is more desirable is the integration of the
ALT's role into that of the Japanese Teacher of Englsh in order that they are both working
towards the same goal,a situation very much desired by ALT's themselves,as is evident in the
analysis of the responses of ALT's to their questionnaire.To achieve this will require funda―
mental changes in the exaHlination system to in turn modify the priorities of classroom
activities.
Item 23
1 feel rnore nervous than usual when an ALT takes part in class activities.
ALL
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
15.3
9.9
19。1
10.7
9。4
12.1
5,2
10.8
19。2
18.2
19.8
2
21.5
17.8
24
21.1
15,1
20。1
18.4
17.1
23.6
23,7
24.3
3
27.9
29,9
26.5
29.7
29.9
29.3
30.8
29.7
24.3
26.9
27.4
4
12.8
14.7
11.5
15.8
13.7
13.4
13.1
15。3
11.4
13.6
9,2
5
21.2
26.3
17.7
21.2
30.4
22.6
30.5
25.6
19,4
16.2
18.2
The results here indicate that the level of nervousness decreases as studellts move from lJ
to 3S.This is potentiany of interest if one is able to conclude that exposure to ALT's has this
reducilag effect for,asis wen kno、vn,there is an inverse correlation between level of nervous‐
ness and performance in oral foreign language activity.1」nfortunately,no such conclusion is
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justified for it is highly plausible that rnany students on arrival at JHS are quite nervous in the
presence of any teacher and that such nervOusness will decrease as the students become
faminar with their teachers.Therefore,in order for this finding to be of use in this study,、ve
would need siF?lar questions tO be asked about the deve19pment Of Students'relationships with
Japanese teachers of aH subieCtS.As such data is nOt available,the relevance of the details of
the responses to this iteni must remain for the moment as unfulfined potential.
Item 24
1 can understand alrnost everything an ALT is saying in class.
ALL
SHS
JHS
Ac
N―Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
7.1
8.1
6.4
13.3
3.9
6.3
7.2
8.8
5。7
6.7
6.5
2
21,2
22.1
20,6
34.1
11.8
21.3
17.4
23.4
19,9
19,7
21,9
3
25.1
23.3
26.4
23.5
22.9
21,7
21
23,9
28。9
25
25.7
4
25,8
23,3
27.6
19,7
26.4
23.4
24.9
22,7
27
28.9
26.2
5
19,8
22.3
18
8.4
34,1
24.7
26.9
20.5
16.5
18,3
18。9
These results indicate that approximately between 25,L and 30,z of students understand
almost everything that the ALT's say,For anglophone teachers of]]ngnsh in Japan,this must
surely be a surprisingly high scOre,for rnOst Of them experience a high level ofincomprehension
on the part Of students when faced with the task of understanding nOrmal Englsh discourse.
One nlight draw frona this a number of possible explanatiOns.First,one r?ght conclude th
students,like everyone else when faced、vith a questionnaire,tend to exaggerate their positive
quahties.This is almost certainly true to a degree,Second,they may be confusing the under‐
standing of、vhat is initially said by an ALT with what they finany understand after a variety
of prOmpts and explanatiOns.Third,they may have interpretedく(alrnOst everythillg"as some‐
thing different to what was intended in the question.The nature of the questionnaire does not
a■ow us tO know what accounts for the apparent discrepancy bet、ve n this result and what we
would be lead tO expect based on our experiences with Japanese students.
However,whatever the case may be,this is nOt the relevant issue,What is highly relevant for
this study is what we can discern froni the responses in terms of the effect on comprehenslon
of spOken Englsh of several years Of contact with ALT's.That is,can we detect a marked
ilnprovement between lJ and 3SP If so,this would be very positive for the JET Progra■lll e,for
even if it Only reflected perception as opposed to actual performance,it would still indicate that
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students wOuld see contact with ALT's as a worth、vhile experience. Unfortunately, no such
marked improvemellt is evident.The averages from lJ thrOugh to 3S are respectively as
follo、vsi 28.4,26.4,25.6,32.2,24,6,27.6-clearly no mute testirnony here Of a striking positive
effect on cOlnprehension of the presence of ALT's.IIo、vever,this sh uld not be considered as
necessarily indicating that the presence of ALT's has no marked positive effect on comprehen‐
sion.In order to justify the reaching of such a conclusion,we have to go far beyond the scope
of this research.The required research would entail detailed studies of the actual activities of
ALT's in order to evaluate the amount of practice students are receiving in aural comprehen―
sion,and this at the individual class level.Coupled、vith thi ,there w ld pre―tests an  regular
tests in order to evaluate the degree of progress.As already stated,this is beyond the limits of
this present research.However,if Monbusho is serious about evaluatillg the JET Progra,llne,
it FnOSt envisage research of this nature.
Item 25
1 would like to participate in extra curricular activities,such as sports clubs,with an ALT.
ALL
SHS
JHS
Ac
N‐Ac
3S
2S
lS
3J
2J
lJ
1
20.6
16.9
23.2
23.2
11.6
18
11.8
18
24.1
20.8
24.8
2
16.9
15.4
18
19.5
12
14.6
13.4
16.1
18.5
16.8
18.7
3
33.6
37.5
30.8
34.8
39.7
41
40.3
35.7
28
33.9
29.3
4
11.2
10.6
11.6
9.9
11.1
8.4
11.8
10。7
10.6
12
11.8
5
17
19
15.6
12
24.9
15,9
21
18.9
17
15。7
14.5
The purpose of this iteln is to evaluate the degrec of positive attitude on the part of students
towards ALT's,although we are quite aware that students■light h ve a variety of personal
motives unrelated to the role of ALT's in the Programme. The responses show a largely
positive reaction,、vith JHS manifesting greater enthusiasnl than SHS as、vould be expected.
However,2S and N―Ac demonstrate heir usual apathy and thus bttng down the positive rating
for this item.Nevertheless,on the whole,one can conclude tentatively that students welcome
the presence of ALT's in their■lidst.
CONCLUSION
The foregoing per■lits us to dra、v the fonowing conclusionsI
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l The overaH perception of the rOle of AIデr's is a markedly positive one.
2. This pOsitiveness is most evident in female students, academically inclined students,
students who feel they are good in Enghsh,and in JHS more than SHS students.
3.The mOst negative attitude is evident in 2S and non―acad m camy inchne students The
former is prObably explained by the endemic disaffection present in this age group whilst the
latter can almOst certainly be ascribed to the fact that Englsh is perceived as an academic
subject
4. Students Overwhelmingly wish ALT's tO be involved in activities different from their
regular]Enghsh work.
5.Students express an apparently heartfelt need for ALT's to have sOme abinty in oral
Japanese in order that they can be of help in cases of difficulty in understanding English.
6.Students consider ALT classes easier than normal classes,
7.Students consider the work they do with ALT's largely unrelated to the purpose of their
normal class、vork and this is the situation they prefer.
8 Students express the desire for more contact hours、vith ALT's.
Al1 0f these conclusions have seriOus imphcations for the future of the JET PrograHllne.The
least equivocal of these is the message that students wish the Programme tO cOntinue.Ho、vever,
a more controversialissue arises frona the questiOn of rnodificatiOns to the programme.In order
to address this prOblem fully,we must combine the conclusions Of this analysis、v th Ose of
the analyses of the other t、vo sets of questionnaires.These analyses ttπin app ar in Parts Two
and Three of this paper.
(Received August 31,1996)
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX l
l‐A)STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE(」APANESEl
lB)STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE(ENGLISH TRANSLATION)
APPENDIX 2
%TABLES NOS l‐25
TABLE l‐ALL STUDENTS SHS+」H
TABLE 2‐ALL BOYS SHSttJHS
TABLE 3・ALL GIRLS SHSttJHS
TABLE 4‐ALL SHS STUDENTS
TABLE 5‐ALL JHS STUDENTS
TABLE 6‐SHS BOYS
TABLE 7‐SHS GIRLS
TABLE 8‐JHS BOYS
TABLE 9‐JHS GIRLS
TABLE 10‐JHS lST GRADE
TABLE ll‐JHS 2ND GRADE
TABLE 12・JHS 3RD GRADE
TABLE 13‐SHS lST GRADE
TABLE 14‐SHS 2ND GRADE
TABLE 15‐SHS 3RD GRADE
TABLE 16‐CITY JHS
TABLE 17‐RURAL JHS
TABLE 18‐ACADEMIC SHS
TABLE 19‐NON‐ACADEMIC SHS
TABLE 20‐ALL STUDENTS SHS+」H VヽHO DEEM THEMSELVES GOOD AT ENGLISH
TABLE 21‐ALL STUDENTS SHSttJHS WHO DEEWI THEMSELVES NOT GOOD AT ENGLISH
TABLE 22‐JHS STUDENTS WHO DEEM THEMSELVES GOOD AT ENGLISH
TABLE 23‐JHS STUDENTSヽlrHO DEEM THEMSELVES NOT GOOD AT ENGLISH
TABLE 24‐SHS STUDENTS WHO DEEM THEMSELVES GOOD AT ENGLISH
TABLE 25‐SHS STUDENTS WHO DEEM THEMSELVES NOT GOOD AT ENGLISH
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APPENDIX l_A
外国人青年英語指導助手(ALT)
アンケー ト
生徒用
I 基礎データ
次の1から5について,回答用紙のあてはまる数字にOをつけて下さい。
1.学校    1 中学校,   2 高等学校
2.学年    1 1年,    2 2年,    3 3年
3.性別   1男,   2女
4.英語は,あなたにとってとくいな科目ですか。
5.英語は,あなたの将来にとって役に立つと思いますか。
Ⅱ ALTにかんするアンケート
次の6から25までの質問を読み,自分の意見・感想に最もよくあてはまる数字を,回答用紙の1, 2, 3, 4, 5か
ら一つ選び,Oをつけて下さい。
6.ALTが授業に参加すると,いつもより英語の勉強をやる気になる。
7.ALTの授業をうけて,英語に自信ができた。
8.ALTの授業がもっとぶえたらよいと思う。
9.ALTの授業をうけて,今まで以上に外国について知りたくなった。
10。ALTの授業では,なるべく英語を話すようにしている。
11.ALTの授業は,本物の英語に接することができるから好きである。
12.ALTの授業は,ふだんの授業より楽である。
13.ALTの授業をうけて,今まで以上に英語を勉強したくなった。
14.ALTが話すときには,なるべく気持ちを集中して聞くようにしている。
15。ALTの授業をうけて,教科書に出ている以外の英語の表現をおぼえた。
16.ALTの授業は,テストのとき役に立つ。
17.ALTが少しでも日本語を使うと,勉強がわかりやすくなる。
18.ALTが参加する授業の前には,質問してみたいことをメモなどして準備している。
19.ALTが参加した授業の後では,授業でならったことをよく復習している。
20。ALTが日本語について質問すれば,教えてあげたい。
21。ALTの授業をうけて,教科書がよくわかるようになった。
22.ALTの授業では,普段の教科書は使わない方がよいと思う。
23.ALTが参加する授業では,ふだんの授業よりきんちょうする。
24.ALTが英語で言っていることは,だいたい理解できる。
25.ALTといっしょにスポーツなどもしてみたい。
K.Adatt」D MacatthuL R Shee■
記 露 鰍 :ド汁 ざ蕃
APPENDIX l‐B
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE JET
PROGRAMME
FOR STUDENTS
I Basic Data
Choose an appropriate number on the ansttrer sheet for each item.
l Your School Level  l Junior High Schoo1  2.Senior High School
2 Your Grade  l lst Grade    2 2nd Grade   3 3rd Grade
3 Sex         l Male        2 Female
4 1 am gOod at English
5 1 think English wiH be useful in my future life
II Statements on the」ET Programme
Read the fono、ving statements and then mark an appropriate number on the ans、ver sheet for each item
6!The presence of an ALT in ciass is an incentive to study the subieCt harder
7 1 feel more confident in my Ellglsh ability after l have learned from an ALT
8 1 hope there■/in b  more ALT class hours
9 As a result of exposure to ALT‐participated classes, I am now more interested in learning about foreign
cultures and countries
10.I am doing my best to use English in AL「F‐participated clattes
ll.I hke ALT‐participated classes because they provide an opportunity to be exposed to real Englisla use
12.I think ciasses、vith an ALT are easier than regular Enghsh classes,
13.I ttrould like to study English more as a result of the exposure to ALT‐participated classes.
14,I try to concentrate and understand every word spoken M/hen an ALT speaks.
15,I have learned、vords not found in course books through ALT‐participated classes
16 Lessons Mrith an ALT are also useful when l sit an exanination,
17 Even a sman amount of Japanese used by an ALT win help me understand the lesson better
18 1 prepare myself by jotting dO、vn ques ons on paper before an ALT‐participated class
19.After an ALT‐participated class,I usuaHy go over what we have studied.
20 1 an■willing to help an ALT if he or tte has any questions concerning」apaneSe
21.I can noM/understand the course book better than ever thanks to clattes involving ALT's
22 1 think Ⅵre ttould not use regular course books、vhen Mre have an ALT in class
23 1 feel rnore nervous than usual when an ALT takes part in class activities
24 1 can understand alrnost everything an AL「r is saying in class
25,I would like to participate in extra curricular activities,such as sports clubs,with an ALT
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TABLE l%ALL STUDENTS SIS+JHS
249
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
lQ12
Q18
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q2 2-
Q23
Q24-
Q25
Ci0
013
017
0ヤ
03
0.5
016
016
0.3
0,3
0,6
019
0,9
0.8
■2
0,0
∝G
2
41
30.8
47.5
18.3
261
2&5
915
21.2
1913.
1&5
24■
304
11.7
33つ
24.4
11
33.2
1=6
3,9
24.6
8il
15191
21.5‐
21.2
1619
0工NR   l
O認      隠7
0.1   45
0,2         FD218
018         6i3
017      28
15.9
2.5
22認
la.3
6お
15.6
30.7
4-
1凱1
14iS
a11
31:7
017
1,1
22
2お
27.つ
1513
7.1
2016
?
?
?
?
?．????
?
?．??，‐??
?
?
?
?
?
?‐…??
?
?．????
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?｝
?
?
??
?，??
?
?‐．?‐?．??
?
．?
?
?
?
?，??
?，???‐?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?．???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
．?
?．??．??
?．??
?
?
．
?
?
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TABLE 2%ALL BOYS SHS+」HS
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
0‐NR
02
0.2
03
0.8
06
04
0.8
0.8
09
09
0,9
07
09
0.6
0,7
09
1
1
0,7
11
12
1,2
14
12
0,9
1
56.6
484
996
5,5
242
161
25
22.3
81
74
125
33.6
32
142
12,7
3.3
323
08
09
18.4
26
284
128
58
195
2
43.1
321
0
15
26.1
28
99
205
14,9
175
197
274
9,7
298
221
11
32
2
33
22.5
82
148
185
17.6
154
2
387
29,3
99.5
218
258
28,9
91
221
239
19.5
292
336
13.8
38.3
268
11.1
344
12
46
27
8
17
24.6
252
185
3
0
191
0
17.8
22.8
358
432
31.8
36.3
288
36
234
43.6
31.6
251
367
20.4
8.8
181
35
40,8
361
281
22.4
329
3
0
22.6
0
222
242
37.3
46.8
342
363
35,1
325
229
471
24.3
26.9
40.6
22.4
67
185
31,9
486
383
277
28
342
4
0
0
0
249
15.5
114
245
112
19,7
23.5
16.7
8
20.3
13.8
18
245
6.8
11,7
27.1
122
24.1
91
137
274
11.5
4
0
0
0
25,3
117
13
275
12.1
161
255
12.5
10
202
88
16.8
276
7.2
12.4
312
89
24.3
81
118
24
109
5
0
0
0
359
10.6
8.2
19
134
20
21.8
14
68
22,2
9,9
213
236
7.4
75.6
498
10.8
23.1
10.3
254
256
19.6
5
0
0
0
22.6
5.1
48
136
9.2
104
13.4
6.2
5,1
13
34
12.2
171
44
78.4
437
53
16.5
8.5
166
134
14.1
TABLE 3%ALL GIRLS SHSttJHS
1
60.9
47.8
0
72
32.3
158
25
221
12,7
57
19
27.5
5
245
165
3
309
0.5
1.2
26
1,9
27.5
181
87
21.8
O‐NR
03
02
04
09
09
02
0.5
03
05
0.8
0,7
08
07
0.7
08
0.5
0,6
0.8
07
0.8
07
06
1
0.7
04
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TABLE 4%ALL SHS STUDENTS
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
0.3
01
04
05
0.5
06
2
100
193
448
18.2
24,7
262
83
2016
19.6
17.2
249
331
12
30.8
243
97
343
1
2
254
4.6
156
178
22.1
154
2
0
388
49.4
183
269
301
10.3
217
191
19,4
23.8
285
11.5
361
244
12
324
21
52
24.1
105
161
24
206
18
3
0
14.9
0
198
215
37.4
415
31
36
288
332
156
43
26.8
25
378
20,8
49
112
317
42
378
299
233
375
3
0
249
0
20
249
36
474
344
367
34
352
284
47
291
266
39.1
217
99
234
349
464
36.8
265
264
308
4
0
0
01
228
132
14.2
268
131
163
25,1
143
63
196
12.5
167
262
76
98
239
97
25,1
5,1
147
233
10.6
4
0
0
0
267
141
10,7
254
107
192
241
151
109
20.8
10,7
18
259
65
136
327
112
236
11.1
115
27.6
116
5
0
0
0
33
83
7.6
207
14
181
21.3
11
56
20.1
9.1
188
229
6.9
83
614
81
25.5
6.6
263
223
19
5
0
0
0
271
77
58
135
95
13.5
153
97
62
162
52
15.7
188
53
72.8
368
82
16.1
114
17.7
18
156
O‐NR    l
0            0
0           657
01         55
0,5           56
318
14.4
23
208
95
7
0.6         159
03         9
1       42
04         2 3
06            144
05
0.7
06
06
07
1.3
1
12
08            81
0,4         169
03 99.6
29
29,6
06
08
243
1.5
339
99
TABLE 5%ALL JHS STUDENTS
O‐NR    l
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
0.9
09
69
254
10.8
63
02         61
03         50.3
03         17
0,7 27
04         32
07
09
0.8         153
1           24.9
06 39
0.7         18.2
14.6
33
08         32
0.9 07
09           12
1           20.4
28
238
19.1
0.7
07
0,6
07
12
1       64
0,7         23.2
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.D.MacatthuL R,Shee■
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TABLE 6%SHS BOYS
0‐NR
O.6
05
0.6
07
06
06
0,9
1.1
0.8
11
1.1
08
15
07
0.9
1.1
14
14
0,9
11
22
16
16
11
1
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
1
0
642
993
46
26.1
11,7
2.2
18.7
56
7
11.6
206
3
143
12
36
304
0,9
11
176
2
339
8.3
65
10
1
0
66.7
0
68
385
178
2.4
232
143
69
215
36.7
59
278
17.2
2.1
282
03
0,4
326
1
33,9
11.9
10.3
25,3
2
994
216
0
143
236
24
77
206
149
16.5
19.6
29
83
26.1
22
97
331
1.4
21
237
4,2
15.4
14
166
11,9
2
99
164
991
22.6
257
282
8,9
20.5
248
182
31
378
164
36
27
95
354
0.4
2
271
5.1
15,8
22.4
285
19.6
3
0
137
0
176
225
38.6
385
28.7
35.4
24.5
356
159
41
30.4
23
333
193
5,3
11
353
36.6
36.1
297
193
38.1
3
01
164
0
22.3
202
35,9
44.6
335
361
33.5
29,8
15
448
22
27.1
428
224
4.4
113
267
48
393
301
27.7
366
4
0
0
0,1
216
16.1
15
262
13.6
18.3
24.6
166
6.5
20.2
155
273
24
75
95
214
12.1
25,3
58
149
25.5
111
4
0
0
0,1
243
95
13
27.4
12.3
13.8
25.1
111
59
18.4
8,7
15.7
282
7.8
102
267
7.1
24.1
42
14.3
20.5
75
5
0
0
0
411
11.1
10
244
17.2
25
26.1
154
7.2
259
129
247
28.2
83
815
63.5
10.2
297
73
31.4
309
258
5
0
0
0
229
52
4,7
161
10
9,9
154
58
3.9
13.3
45
119
16.7
54
84.2
58.5
5.5
205
58
19.8
119
104
TABLE 7%SHS GIRLS
0‐NR
O.8
0.6
07
11
08
04
06
06
1
08
08
0.6
1.1
08
11
0.6
07
06
1,1
1
1
1
1.5
11
06
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TABLE 8%JHS BOYS
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
O‐NR
O.4
0.4
05
11
1
06
1
08
2
1
995
362
99.5
63
227
194
2.8
24.9
10
77
13.2
281
33
14.1
13.2
3.1
33,7
0.8
08
19
3.2
242
161
5.3
26.6
2
0
40
0
154
279
309
11.5
20.4
149
183
19,7
26.2
107
325
22.1
119
311
25
4.1
214
112
144
22
182
181
2
0
37.4
99.5
212
25,7
29.1
92
23
232
20.3
279
30,8
121
39,6
26.6
12
33.6
1,7
62
268
98
17.8
259
22.9
17.8
3
0
23.3
0
18
299
33.8
46.6
341
36.9
31.9
36.1
29
45,4
32.5
265
391
21.2
115
235
34.6
43.8
36
26.8
24,7
29
3
01
26.5
0
22
26.8
38.2
48
34.5
36.3
36
341
27.8
485
256
26.5
391
223
82
23.1
35
488
374
26.2
28
325
4
0
0
0
273
151
8.5
23.2
9,3
208
226
16.7
9,2
202
124
18.5
247
6.2
13.3
31.4
122
23
11.6
127
28.7
10.2
4
0
0
0
25,9
131
129
27.6
12
175
25.5
133
126
21,3
8.8
174
27
6.8
138
339
10,2
24
105
102
26.3
13
5
0
0
0
31.8
10.3
68
15
10.5
16.2
184
13
65
195
77
188
20.2
6.8
71
39,3
113
18.1
127
20,7
216
149
5
0
0
0
22.4
5,1
4.9
12
8.6
108
122
65
6
12.9
28
12.6
175
39
74.5
343
52
142
10.2
14.6
145
16.3
0.8
08
08
1
1
1
0.8
1.3
07
1,1
1,6
1.5
11
TABLE 9%JHS GIRLS
0‐NR
05
0.4
0.5
1
12
0,4
0.7
04
0.5
11
08
1,2
0,7
08
0,8
0,7
08
12
0,7
1
07
06
1
07
06
1
994
357
0
7.5
28
145
2.5
214
116
4.8
174
215
44
22.4
16
36
325
06
17
21.8
24
23.5
22
7.5
197
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TABLE 10%JHS lST GRADE
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
O‐NR
O.6
0.6
05
1.3
1,7
0.6
0,7
0.9
1.2
0,9
0,7
1.2
0,7
0.6
07
07
1,2
0.7
1.1
13
0,7
1
1
07
09
O‐NR
O.4
06
06
1
0.7
06
08
0,4
0.6
1
11
1
0.8
09
0,9
1.1
09
16
0.8
1.2
0.9
1
1.4
12
0,8
1
99,3
99,4
50.7
79
255
191
2.5
266
98
56
144
26.9
3.7
165
166
5
341
1
1.6
16.1
36
22
19,8
65
248
1
995
0
519
67
248
16.5
3
205
111
6.6
152
233
3.9
17.5
165
2,7
31.2
07
1,2
20,7
32
228
18.2
67
208
2
0
994
47.5
186
258
28.4
9,1
209
19
21,5
23
292
112
34,9
255
127
32.3
1,8
5,3
22.4
9.9
157
23,7
19,7
168
3
01
0
0
21.3
232
332
488
32.5
359
344
353
302
48.2
31.1
261
41.3
22.1
117
241
34,9
46
381
274
25,7
293
3
0
0
0
198
268
37.9
47.6
376
368
34.5
36.7
295
47
30.2
256
41
23.9
77
224
365
48,7
38
26.9
25
339
4
0
0
0
258
13
9.8
23.5
106
18.6
23.6
161
106
19,1
11.1
154
226
5.5
13,2
294
127
21.8
11.6
92
262
11.8
4
0
0
0
272
161
118
265
119
208
22.9
14.9
10.5
217
119
18
268
68
14.3
361
119
239
115
136
289
12
5
0
0
0
221
88
4,9
10,9
88
146
17.2
10
6
16.3
5.2
144
173
6.6
702
37.4
96
148
11,8
18.2
189
145
5
0
0
0
26.5
5,7
49
129
8,6
117
134
9
64
15.3
46
135
15,7
4.7
739
34.1
72
13.3
11
162
183
15,7
?
?
?
??．?
?
?
??．??．?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?．?
?
?
?，?
?
?，?．
?
TABLE ll%JHS 2ND GRADE
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TABLE 12%JHS 3RD GRADE
O‐NR    l
255
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
12
14
1.2
1.2
11
09
11
2.1
1.9
16
11
13
0.7
1.1
281
19.2
5.7
24.1
2
0
0
52.2
13
27
28,9
7.5
243
178
17.4
25.2
32.5
11
382
18.8
9,4
352
09
3.2
24.5
75
174
23.6
19.9
185
2
994
0
45.8
189
25
25,7
9.5
203
202
20.4
248
345
127
32.2
265
11,9
35.8
1
19
27
5.2
176
17.1
23.4
16.1
3
0
991
0
18.3
24
368
44.2
316
36.9
31.8
32.1
236
44.6
24
28.4
325
17.4
10.5
234
31.8
42.4
32.3
243
28.9
28
3
0.1
0
0
21.1
212
369
41.6
30.8
35,3
269
308
15.9
432
255
22,7
39
203
32
9,5
319
432
39,4
29.7
239
357
4
0
0
0
26.6
124
10.1
26.3
8,9
172
263
13,7
11,7
215
8
21,7
28.8
71
13
31,6
8.3
25.2
96
11.4
27
106
4
0
0
0
229
12
15.2
275
146
17.4
24,6
146
6.3
19
124
172
262
8
101
268
10.5
24.9
59
15,3
22,7
107
5
0
0
0
35,3
9.6
89
181
121
15,1
16
108
66
17.6
6.7
213
263
5
74.1
403
82
22.9
11.5
194
16.5
17
5
0
0
0
31
6.7
7.7
186
15
16.6
195
11,1
5,9
198
77
17
19
66
848
60.3
8.4
24.1
6.3
256
205
18,9
09 469
12           55
12         25.7
07 14.6
1.4           25
0,9         22
11.5
66
0,9      0
14
1,9
1.4         167
16         24
98.9
4.1
217
8.5
18
34.3
1.2           .3
0,7           07
12         59
TABLE 13%SHS lST GRADE
0‐NR    l
05      0
0.4         99.6
0.4         53.8
08 52
04         346
0.4 141
0.7      2
07 18.5
07           9.8
0.6      8
1             17.5
04         36.9
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
3.9
21.5
08           15,9
0,6           3.2
0.8         285
07           03
0.6
215
12
29.6
1,5         10.8
0.7           88
0.6         18
09
0.7
1.3
12
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TABLE 14%SHS 2ND GRADE
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
O‐NR
l.3
13
16
16
1.6
1
1.3
1,6
1.3
1.6
13
1.3
1.6
1.3
2
2
1.6
13
16
2
23
23
2
2.6
16
25
1,7
17
17
2.1
■7
1.7
2,1
25
33
2.1
2.5
2.5
1,7
2.1
21
2.9
3.3
2.1
2.9
3.3
21
25
25
2.1
1
0
0
606
62
22
10.2
2.6
193
85
5.2
10.5
387
46
157
115
23
282
0,6
0.6
259
1.3
35,7
52
7.2
11.8
0
0
49,8
6.3
305
20,9
29
314
8.8
4.2
15.9
46.9
5
205
113
2.1
347
2.1
2.1
33.5
33
49,8
121
63
18
2
98.7
987
37.4
167
243
252
7.2
21
147
105
229
29.5
102
22.6
16.7
5.6
311
03
1.6
20
43
11,8
184
174
13.4
2
97.5
0
485
15,9
226
276
3.8
213
217
12.1
263
305
10,9
335
234
4.6
30.5
1.7
2.9
24.3
21
11.3
20.1
21,3
14.6
3
0
0
0
19
25,2
42
41
35,1
35,7
308
37
17.7
42.6
324
305
37,7
24,9
88
15,4
33.8
393
393
30.8
21
403
3
0
98.3
0
142
17.6
33
39.3
24,7
372
326
36.4
105
402
23.8
26.4
30.5
16.7
71
125
25.9
38.1
264
293
21.7
41
4
0
0
03
239
14.7
131
249
10.5
16.1
25.2
164
69
19,7
157
154
236
59
79
161
11.5
259
43
131
24.9
118
4
0
0
0
20.5
15,5
10.5
259
9.2
11.3
251
9.2
5
205
8.4
15.5
276
7.5
10,9
201
54
23
25
13.4
23.4
84
5
0
0
0
32.4
12.1
8.5
229
124
23.6
26.5
118
59
213
12.1
239
288
8.2
81
646
69
26.9
65
30.5
269
21
5
0
0
0
41.4
117
63
264
113
18.4
22.6
10
4.6
209
121
21、3
33
75
74.9
60.2
79
301
7.9
226
24,7
15,9
TABLE 15%SHS 3RD GRADE
O‐NR    l
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TABLE 16%CITY JHS
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
O‐NR
O.2
0,2
01
1
0.6
0.6
1.5
0,7
1.5
1.5
1.6
0.9
1.5
15
1.2
12
1.5
15
1
1.8
1.2
18
1,9
1.5
1,3
2
1,6
37
50.2
224
24.4
31.8
8.6
221
17.7
18.3
24.4
26.6
11,3
35.5
19.5
11.3
31
3.6
6.4
221
10,2
161
266
22!2
15。1
5
0
0
0
%.5
9,4
8
16.5
11,7
16.5
169
11,9
7.8
17.9
7.6
19
25.7
6.4
60.3
37
11.7
20.9
11,7
14.6
19.5
193
??
???．?
??．??．?．?．．?．?
?．???
?．??．??．??．?．??。??．?．
?
?????
???．
????
???．??．????
????
?．?
．
??．?．．??．?．???．??
?．．?
?．??．???．??．?，???．?‥?
?．?
??．‐???
??，?
?
??．?．???，
?
????．???，??
?．??．??
?．??．??．??．??．???．??．??．??．??．?????，．?．??，．
??，．?．???．??．??．??．??．???，‐??．???．??，??
?．．???．??????．???
?????．???．???．．???，???．?????．??
?．??????，??．????‐???．??
TABLE 17%RURAL JHS
O‐NR    l
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
0.3
09
1.1
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0,7
05
1,1
0,4
04
0.5
0.6
0.6
0,7
0.5
07
04
0.4
09
0,8
0.6
995
37.7
50.6
6.5
25,1
17.4
2.9
23
11.7
6.6
14.4
2711
3.4
17.4
17
3.3
327
04
1.1
20.5
26
23
16.7
61
24.2
4
0
0
0
285
13.5
11.1
25
10.8
201
257
16.5
9,9
22.5
11
17.2
264
6,7
11.3
345
12
23.6
118
138
29,8
12
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TABLE 18%ACADEMIC SHS
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
0‐NR
05
04
0,4
1.1
05
04
0.5
07
09
0,8
0.9
0.4
1.1
0,8
12
0.8
1
0.8
08
05
09
0,8
14
11
05
O‐NR
O,3
01
0.2
0,3
0.5
0.2
0.6
0.7
0.5
0.8
0.7
06
12
0.3
06
07
0.8
08
08
1.2
1,9
14
1,4
0.8
07
1
0.1
86.7
41,9
8.4
48
172
24
21,4
127
10.7
23
39.8
4.9
309
20,9
1.8
265
04
0.8
29
17
303
10,7
13.3
23.2
1
0
47.6
656
33
18.1
12.1
22
20,3
6.7
3,7
102
38.3
36
11.6
8,9
3,7
322
0.8
0,8
203
14
37
9.4
3.9
11,6
2
993
66
57.7
26.4
272
281
11.6
22,7
274
262
33.8
36.6
184
38
302
10.5
371
07
1,7
30,7
56
19.5
21.1
34.1
195
2
995
29,9
34
111
22.4
24.3
54
18,7
12.8
97
172
299
6.6
245
19.2
8.9
31.8
1.2
2.3
20.8
37
12.3
15.1
118
12
4
0
0
0.1
24.5
189
149
26.3
11.8
18.1
26.6
17.8
64
21.5
16.3
184
23
6.6
83
19,7
11
24.1
48
1317
26.4
111
TABLE 19%NON‐ACADEMIC SHS
?
?
?
?
??．?．??
?
?
??
?
?
?．???．?
?．??
?．．??．
??．?
??．?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??．?．?
」
?
??．??．??．?
?
??
?
?
??，?．?
??．?
?．???
?
」
??．?，?
?
?
?
?
??．??
?
??．???，???．??
?
??．???．?
‐?
??．???．???．?
?
?
??，?
??
?
?
??．??
?
?
?
?
??．?
?
??．??
??．?．．??．?
?
?
?．?
ぉ
?．?
?．?．
，??
?
?
?
?
??．?
」
?
??．?
?
??．??．??．
??
?，?
?
?．?
?
?，?．
?．?
?．?
?
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TABLE 20%ALL STUDENTS SHS+」HS WHO DEEM THEMSELES GOOD AT ENGLISH
O‐NR    l
O,1         60.2
?
??
?．
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
37.8
305
142
0
0
0
0.2
0.1
04
01
0.7
0.4
05
521
437
257
50.5
22.9
64
30
18.3
11.7
274
9,6
2.2
304
41
31,9
167
174
0.3         25,8
51.1        171        7
6.1      2
91           3,7
114        7
11.8        88
75           35
8.1
14
284        409
0           0           o
167        0           0
563        0          0          o
74.2        0          o          o
23.7        17.4
04         345
04           9,2
0.6         31.5
06         262
0.2           3.8
0.7         32.5
30.2
35,7
279
229
219
218
42.1
32.8        21 4
349        187        7.9
20,3        5012.8          7.3
308
179
21.1
24,7
263
331
03
334
7.9
211
367
78 41
54 2,7
116          92
23.9        15,8
4.5
7360.8
0.3
07
0.4
0.4
13
05
0.1
01
02
0
02
02
05
0,6
05
57.9
454
582
0
178
133
1.2
19.5
69
27
69
27,7
226
371
19,9
262
30.3        6147
11.8
127
91
242
12.2        52
17.5        342
19,4
71           88
283        127184
24.8 14,6          5.5
31         9713.2
TABLE 21%ALL STUDENTS SHSttJHS WHO DEEM THEMSELVES NOT GOOD AT ENGLISH
O‐NR   I
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
08
04
0.6
0.7
18,9
29
79
31.1
20
9.7
31,9
1.4
24
22,7
36.5
22.4
392
29,7
261
344
20.3
77
153
34
14.9
203
27
7.3
2345
41.9        0           o           o
308        237        0           o
41.6        0           o           o
0           0
247        27
45,9        54
177
14.3
4,9         38.2        30.9
197        326123        153
149        358        20.5
09        47
0.6         10
0,7         30.3
18
13.3
9.5
28
08         32.2
0,8           0 6
07           08
1           18.5
1.5
272
153
11           2.9
0.7           18.6
21.4
18,7 15.3
98            77
24          26.2
10.5
235
25.4
7.5
528
11
99         796
28
12.8
13.9        27.127.9        25.5
1.1
0.9
12
5,7         387        268        261
151        37.3        9310.2
20.1        25.5
12.9        211
152        33.3
13.3        24.6
317        302
122        20
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TABLE 22%JHS STUDENTS WHO DEEM THEMSELVES GOOD AT ENGLISH
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
O‐NR
02
0
0
0
02
02
05
0
09
03
0.5
05
0
05
0.5
03
03
07
0,9
0
05
1.4
0.3
02
0‐NR
02
02
0.2
0
02
03
0.6
06
06
1.2
0,7
1
07
0.6
07
07
1
1
07
12
0.8
0,7
12
12
1
1
998
42.3
435
272
46.7
242
72
331
17.5
11
272
301
8,7
276
265
3,7
36.6
0,7
292
57
28.9
21.4
156
26.2
1
99,7
322
554
0
15.2
139
11
197
7.8
46
95
24,2
17
134
94
3
316
07
0.8
16.9
1.2
22.1
18,3
25
229
56.5
72,7
258
33,4
17.9
216
248
26.5
324
258
193
40.5
288
154
304
3.4
249
145
179
242
368
196
2
0
38.8
443
0
254
27.6
52
208
14.8
14.8
18.6
285
8.1
334
208
105
33
1.8
33
22.9
8
158
22,7
11,9
171
3
0
184
0
0
19.1
301
52,7
29
357
372
28.5
294
51
242
21.4
40
225
106
33.3
51,7
326
26.7
272
299
3
01
288
0
0
283
37.3
41
33.8
35,9
29.3
375
265
40,9
303
266
357
20.3
9.5
196
344
412
374
249
21.8
295
8
152
9,4
126
173
74
9.5
12,7
53
131
23.9
64
154
69
18.2
97
95
143
10.4
0
0
49.6
183
129
31.9
121
222
285
19.5
11.6
249
14.1
212
273
71
11.4
332
134
27.3
116
135
35
12.3
0
16
4.1
64
69
8.5
76
39
46
8.3
18
95
166
3,7
69.2
48
99
10.4
166
57
136
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
TABLE 23%JHS STUDENTS WHO DEEM THEMSELVES NOT GOOD AT ENGLISH
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
0
0
50,4
125
78
202
12.9
186
217
14,2
8
236
81
21.2
228
69
75.5
42.4
112
214
12.4
192
275
173
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TABLE 24%SHS STUDENTS′WHO EM THEMSELVES GOOD AT ENGLISH
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Ql
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
O‐NR
03
0
0
0
0.3
0
03
03
0.5
05
0.5
0,3
1.1
08
08
0
1.3
11
0,5
0.5
11
03
1.1
08
05
0‐NR
O.2
0.1
02
0
011
0.1
04
0,7
04
0.6
0,3
0.2
08
01
0.4
07
04
0.4
0,7
08
15
1.2
12
0,8
03
669
44.1
23.6
564
207
5.1
253
19.3
12,9
27.9
411
99
37.6
25.5
4
26.3
1,3
1.6
32.5
1.6
365
94
20,4
25.3
1
0
635
61.8
0
213
12.6
1.4
192
5.6
4.8
107
388
2
131
96
2.5
329
04
0.7
20.6
19
34.3
11
35
12,9
2
997
18.8
559
763
20,4
26.6
18
204
24.5
26.1
341
37.1
21.8
336
33.1
12.4
36.3
16
38
31.7
86
169
20.4
374
202
2
99,6
19.6
379
0
23.6
24.2
45
18.3
14.9
127
19.2
297
75
278
18.9
85
304
0,8
12
225
2.5
14.1
165
14.2
125
3
0
142
0
0
14.8
387
484
32
35.5
314
269
12.9
484
183
22.3
452
196
3.8
148
258
52.4
36.5
30.6
21
32.8
3
0.1
16.8
0
0
252
35,9
34.4
307
35i6
23,9
35,1
166
36.7
28,9
25.2
32.5
20.2
53
93
33.2
351
371
26.3
20
385
51
12.9
5.6
94
23.6
3.5
5,9
4
8,9
148
0
2,7
32
19,9        83
145        75
107         9.4
0
5.4
10,7
20,7 83
75            29
10.7        5.6
118        80,4
239        55,4
4.8        4.6
212        15
32 6.4
TABLE 25%SHS STUDENTS WHO DEEM THEMSELVES NOT GOOD AT ENGLISH
15
86
5.4
12.6
0            0
0           0
01      0
41          59
16.8        13
162        109
295        29.7
12.6        185
181        254
271        30.9
17.6
7.2
228
161
19
26.4
169
74
30
13.8
269
29,3
17.5        21
74           8.5
7.8
208
12.2
26
6.1
85.2
673
10.6
32.9
72
129        32
27.2        34.2
12          237
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